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ABSTRACT
We present the first synchrotron power spectra of a self-consistent kinetic reconnection scenario in the highly
relativistic regime of a pair plasma. A fully electromagnetic relativistic particle-in-cell code is used to study the
late-time evolution of kinetic magnetic reconnection at high resolution with a total ensemble of more than 108
particles. We show (1) the importance of the extremely dynamic late-time evolution of the reconnection region
for the generation of nonthermal particles, (2) the efficient synchrotron emission by the accelerated fraction of
particles, and (3) the application of the simulation results to pair-dominated active galactic nucleus core regions—
the presumable origin of “light” jets. We conclude that collisionless kinetic reconnection in the relativistic regime
is capable of explaining the enormous power output of ergs s1 in certain luminous intraday variable47P ∼ 10
quasars and the extremely hard observed radio spectra of flat-spectrum radio quasars.
Subject headings: acceleration of particles — galaxies: active — radiation mechanisms: nonthermal
1. INTRODUCTION
Extragalactic radio sources like active galactic nuclei (AGNs)
exhibit various observational features that are a challenge for
the theoretical understanding of the underlying microphysics (see
Urri & Padovani 1995 for a recent review on radio-loud AGNs).
The extreme intraday variability of certain luminous quasars
(Wagner 1998; Quirrenbach et al. 1992; Kellermann & Pauliny-
Toth 1981) places tight limits on the time and length scales of
the emission process. High luminosities with energy dissipation
of up to 1051 ergs (Reeves et al. 2002; Protheroe 2003) and
remarkably hard spectra with spectral index in certains 1 0.5
flat-spectrum radio quasars (Tera¨s nta et al. 2001) need to be
powered by a violent process. A promising source mechanism
is magnetic reconnection as a fundamental plasma process that
dissipates magnetic energy and efficiently generates nonthermal
particles (Di Matteo 1998; Birk, Crusius-Wa¨tzel, & Lesch 2001).
Collisionless reconnection in electron-ion plasma is suggested
by observations from the Earth’s magnetotail (Nagai et al. 1998)
and has been extensively studied in kinetic simulations (Drake
2001; Pritchett 2001). These simulations revealed that collision-
less reconnection proceeds “fast” on electron inertial length
scales; i.e., the reconnection outflow takes place at speeds com-
parable to the Alfve´n velocity . Since in a pair plasma,v ∼ vout A
kinetic reconnection efficiency is not limited by ion inertia, we
here use the term fast magnetic reconnection (FMR). In this
Letter, we address the synchrotron power spectra generated
within the late-time evolution of FMR in a relativistic pair
plasma. There is convincing observational evidence for the ex-
istence of pair-dominated “light” jets (Wardle et al. 1998; Hiro-
tani et al. 2000; Lobanov & Zensus 2001). Internal jet conditions
do not allow for significant pair production; hence, these light
jets probe the plasma conditions in certain AGN core regions.
Zenitani & Hoshino (2001) first investigated the generation of
nonthermal particles in FMR in the relativistic regime of a pair
plasma in a two-dimensional particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation.
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The simulations presented here are entirely self-consistent using
a fully electromagnetic relativistic PIC code (Zeiler et al. 2002).
Their results are applied to environment parameters expected for
certain AGN core regions. We discuss the total synchrotron
power output, spectral features within the reconnection X-zone
especially with respect to the observed extremely flat radio spec-
tra, and pitch-angle distributions. We conclude that FMR in the
relativistic regime is a promising mechanism to explain the ex-
tremely energetic processes underlying the fundamental plasma
physics of light-jet–dominated extragalactic radio sources as an
alternative scenario to conventional shock-in-jet intrinsic models
(Marscher, Gear, & Travis 1992).
2. SIMULATION MODEL
The pair plasma reconnection configuration is studied in two
and a half dimensions with a massively parallelized PIC code
(see Birdsall & Langdon 2000 for details on the PIC model)
for a total number of particles. A one-dimensional81.5# 10
Harris configuration (Harris 1962) is initialized in the magnet-
ic field and densityB(y) p B tanh [(y  L /2)/w ] n p0 y 0
; is the asymptotic magnetic field2n sech [(y  L /2)/w ] B0 y 0 0
far away from the current sheet, and is the current sheet0
density without background contributions. The Harris sheet
width is set to . The simulation is performed inw p 1.85d0 0
the x- y plane with total system sizeL # L p 816d #x y 0
. Length scales are normalized to the electron inertial102d0
length , with the plasma frequencyd p c/q q p0 p0 p0
. Time steps are given in units of the inverse2 1/2(4pn e /m)0
electron gyrofrequency . The index “0” indicates1q p mc/eBc0 0
quantities evaluated at reference conditions and . Dimen-B n0 0
sional values are calculated in § 3.2 for of a typicalB , n0 0
astrophysical source environment. A fractional background of
0.77% is added homogeneously over the entire simulationn0
box. A high-resolution grid mesh withnx # ny p 4096#
grid points is applied; corresponds to 1168 pairs per512 n0
grid cell. Initially, particles are inserted in phase space ac-
cording to an isotropic relativistic Maxwell-Juettner distribu-
tion , wherep is the particle mo-2 2f (p) ∝ p exp [g(p)mc /kT ]0
mentum,c the speed of light,g relativistic energy,m particle
rest mass, and the initial thermal energy. ThekT p 100 keV0
Alfvén velocity is comparable toc. The Debye length isvA
resolved better than three times. The total energyE is conserved
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Fig. 1.—Composite plot of the acceleration electric field (meshed surface)Ez
and the magnetic field line contours in thex-y simulation plane atq pc0
. The first reconnection X-point is in the center; several secondary X-points220
evolve along the thin current sheet. Reconnection is responsible for com-Ez
ponents. Superposed in the late-time stages are significant contri-v  Byx
butions that result from the merging of current sheet filaments.
Fig. 2.—Double logarithmic stack plots of (a) the normalized particle dis-
tribution as a function of relativistic energyg and (b) total spectral syn-f(g)
chrotron power output as a function of the dimensionless parameterP(x)
. Simulation time is on the third axis. Reconnection onset atx p q/qc0
coincides with the generation of nonthermal particles and significanttq p 60c0
synchrotron emission. The stability of the power-law tail in (a) is remarkable
even in the highly dynamical late-time evolution of the system up to the cutoff
at . In (b), the cutoff frequency shifts by 2.5 powers of 10, and theg ∼ 68
frequency-integrated synchrotron power increases by a factor of .44.4# 10
within over the total simulation time of4DE/E(t p 0) ∼ 10
. Boundary conditions are periodic inx andz; thet q p 280tot c0
simulation is three-dimensional in momentum space. They-
boundary is open for particles and fields (Birdsall & Langdon
2000). The system configuration is similar to Zenitani & Hosh-
ino (2001), with three important modifications. First, the system
size is prolonged by a factor of 4 in thex- and by a factor of
2 in the y-direction. This extends the total simulated time by
more than a factor of 3 and allows us to study the late-time
evolution (Jaroschek et al. 2004) of the thin current sheet.
Besides the initial reconnection X-point, several secondary X-
points evolve. Particles are consecutively accelerated in various
X-points, a phenomenon not observed by Zenitani & Hoshino
(2001). Second, the nonperiodicity of the boundary condition
in y allows us to consider a single Harris sheet configuration
and hence to exclude the stabilizing effect of a neighboring
current sheet. This causes a much more violent, highly non-
linear late-time evolution of the system. Third, an initial particle
drift toward the centered X-point is pronounced, since the large
y-extension of the system serves as a background particle res-
ervoir, optimizing the efficiency of the particle acceleration
mechanism, since reconnection rates are essentially limited by
the inflow of magnetic flux carrying particles. Particle and field
data at any given time step are used to calculate the synchrotron
emission of the system. Contributions to the particle dynamics
from radiative electric fields with frequencies beyond the grid
mesh resolution are not an issue with respect to simulation
self-consistency, since the typical synchrotron cooling time
exceeds the total simula-12 2 2t q p 10 /g(B /1000 G) sin asc c0 0
tion time by a factor of . The valueg denotes the8t /t ∼ 10sc tot
accelerated particles’ relativistic energy anda the pitch angle.
3. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND PHYSICAL PICTURE
3.1. Nonthermal Particle Generation in
the Late-Time Evolution
Decisive for the efficiency of nonthermal particle generation
is the reconnection rate, i.e., the inductive electric field , andEz
the time a particle remains within the X-zone (Zenitani & Hosh-
ino 2001). Figure 1 shows the accelerating -component andEz
magnetic field line configuration for the late-time evolution at
. The initial X-point is centered in thex-y plane.tq p 220c0
Several secondary X-points have evolved along the current
sheet. In this extremely dynamic late stage, the current sheet
filaments separated by the X-points tend to merge in thex-
direction, thereby generating additional accelerating -fieldsEz
via  (Jaroschek et al. 2004); is the merging speedv  B vyx x
of an individual current sheet filament and the locally re-By
connected magnetic field strength. The dynamic contributions
in the late-time evolution of the system superpose resonantly
to , compared to obtainedmax maxFE /B F p 1.5 FE /B F p 0.33z 0 z 0
by Zenitani & Hoshino (2001). High -fields around X-pointsEz
in close proximity make multiple acceleration in consecutive
steps work efficiently (Jaroschek et al. 2004). The generation
of nonthermal particles after reconnection onset is shown in
the time evolution (Fig. 2a) of the normalized distribution func-
tion . Nonthermal contributions coincide with the for-f (g)dg
mation of the initial X-point at . Zenitani & Hoshinoq p 60c0
(2001) found a power-law tail with a high-energy cutoff at
. In Figure 2a, reaches up to during theg ∼ 27 f (g)dg g ∼ 68
late-time evolution. The cutoff energy finally is decisive for
the total synchrotron power output as well as the cutoff fre-
quency of the emission spectrum. Although the system is highly
dynamic and the geometry of individual X-zones is more com-
plicated, still exhibits a power-law shape.f (g)dg
3.2. Synchrotron Emission
The time evolution of the total synchrotron power spectrum
is shown in Figure 2b. Comparison with nonthermal particle
generation in Figure 2a at shows that reconnectiontq p 60c0
onset and significant synchrotron power output dramatically co-
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Fig. 3.—Time evolution of the pitch-angle distribution starting withf (cosa)
reconnection onset at . Perpendicular pitch angles dominate over alltq p 60c0
times. During an intermediate time phase, the first X-zone dominates and
violent particle inflow at slightly oblique angles to the newly reconnected
component gives contributions at very small and very large pitch angles.By
Fig. 4.—Total spectral synchrotron power output as a function of fre-P(q)
quencyq for typical environment parameters of a luminous extragalactic radio
source. The value of for the complete simulation box at isP(q) tq p 220c0
represented by the solid black line (upper frequency axis). The dotted asymptote
of the power-law tail exhibits a spectral index ; the spectral cutoffs p 1.36
reaches up into the optical. For the dashed black line, spectral emission isP(q)
spatially restricted to the first X-zone at ; is magnified by atq p 135 P(q)c0
factor of 102 to fit into the ordinate range. The spectrum is extremely flat with
in the frequency range . The emitted syn-s p 0.17 1 GHz! n ! 100 GHz
chrotron emission (solid black line) is highly polarized, with spectral polarization
for (gray line, right axis).P(q) 1 75% q 1 10 THz
incide in time. From reconnection onset to the late evolution of
the system, the integrated total synchrotron power increases by
a factor of . There the cutoff frequency shifts by 2.544.4# 10
powers of 10. Synchrotron pitch angles are dominated by par-
ticles moving perpendicular to the ambient field (Fig. 3). For
, pitch angles are expected to be isotropic, but onlytq ! 60c0
initial thermal particles with of the final spectral8q 1 10 qcut cut, fin
cutoff can contribute. At intermediate times, contributionsqcut, fin
from those particles appear that move just slightly oblique to
. Certain luminous radio sources exhibit extreme intraday var-B
iability; i.e., the radiative flux doubles within a time window of
s. This restricts the spatial extension of the emission5t  10var
region to . Total bolometric luminosities of16R ! 10 cm P ∼tot
are measured. The total dissipated energy during47 110 ergs s
such flaring events integrates up to ergs;Ptot requires
51E p 10tot
a black hole accreting at maximum9 1˙10 M M ∼ 4.5 M yr, ,
Kerr efficiency close to the Eddington limit. Since we study pair
plasma reconnection, the results apply to pair-dominated AGN
core regions, which presumably serve as the “heads” of light
jets. Plasma theoretical arguments yield jet head densities
(Lesch, Appl, & Camenzind2 10 3˙n p M/pR mv ∼ 10 cm0 jet
1989) for jet velocities (Lobanov & Zensus 2001). Thev ∼ cjet
magnetic confinement of AGN coronal regions has been dis-
cussed by Rees (1987), who estimates the magnetic field strength
to ergs s1 cm G;1/2 46 1/2 18 1B ∼ 0.4f (P /10 ) (R/10 ) ∼ 10000 tot
is the fractional energy emitted by the central compactf ∼ 1
object as Poynting flux. The characteristic synchrotron cooling
time tsc is shorter than the dynamic timescales of the emission
region. So a low-beta plasma is expected with plasmab p
. A typical temperature K is the2 98pn kT /B ≈ 0.1–0.01 T ∼ 100 0 0
consequence. Recent X-ray (Reeves et al. 2002) and radio (Proth-
eroe 2003) data confirm the subequipartition argument as well
as the values for and . Under isotropic conditions, the emis-n T0 0
sion ratio of synchrotron (S) to inverse Compton (IC) power
in the Thomson limit is determined by the ratioP /P p u /uS IC B ph
of magnetic to photon energy densities. Source luminos-u uB ph
ities ergs s1 imply ergs cm3 for isotropic47 3P ∼ 10 u ∼ 10tot ph
emission out of core regions extending cm. Conse-16R ∼ 10
quently, for subequipartitioned coronal plasma synchrotron
emission dominates in the radio-optical regime.2 310 –10  P /PS IC
The corresponding time and length scales are 1t p q p0 c0
s and keV11 15.6# 10 (B /1000 G) d p 1.1(T /100 )#0 0 0
G cm, respectively. To relate the syn-1 1/2(B /1000 ) (b/0.1)0
chrotron power output of the microphysical plasma process with
the synchrotron emission rate of a quasar, a stochastic distribution
of reconnection zones over the entire coronal source region is
assumed. Synchrotron self-absorption (SSA) and subsequent
plasma “thermalization” effects (Ghisellini, Haardt, & Svensson
1998) are neglected. The dimensional scale height of the spectral
synchrotron power is ergs27 16 3 5P p 2.5# 10 (R/10 d ) (m/10 )0 0
s1 Hz1. Spatial coherence limits of the emission region are
constrained bytvar; the further observational fact of constant
radiative flux within a minimum time frame of ks placest ∼ 1min
a condition on the temporal coherence of the emission event,
accounted for in the event multiplicitym. For the parameters at
hand, an individual reconnection event takes place withint ∼tot
to 107 s, which allows for a superposed cascade of∼105810
events within 1 ks. This implies the very conservativeassumption
that the process, restoring the magnetic energy in the accretion
disk corona, is 105 times slower than the respective dissipation
process. In cooler environments ( ) and higher mag-T ∼ 10 keV0
netic fields, the reconnection event gets even more confined, and
the radiation output is even more violent. The typical synchrotron
cooling time for such a source is 2 2t p 10 /g (B /1000 G) ∼sc 0 0
s. Hence, assures the self-consistency of0.1–10 t K t K ttot sc var
the simulation. According to the pitch-angle distributions
(Fig. 3), perpendicular emission dominates, i.e., is at maximum
efficiency. Figure 4 shows the late-time total synchrotron power
spectrum at . With G, keV, andq p 220 B p 1000 T p 100c0 0 0
, the spectrum exhibits a power law with spectral indexb p 0.1
well up to the cutoff frequency at . The15s p 1.4 q ∼ 10 Hzcut
frequency-integrated total power output is 46P p 3.5# 10tot
ergs s1. If we restrict the source region to an individual X-point,
extremely hard spectra result with up to the cutoffs p 0.17
frequency at GHz. This intense synchrotron emissionn ∼ 100cut
provides a plasma-theoretical foundation for recently observed
extremely hard spectra from flat-spectrum radio sources with
in the frequency band GHz bys 1 0.5 1.4 GHz! n ! 4.85
Teräsranta et al. (2001). We note that the hard radio spectra are
independent of the time variability argument and hence are not
restricted to AGN core regions. The values of andncut willP0
vary according to , present, for instance, in the jet, whereasB n0 0
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the power-law index remains invariant. Lobanov & Zensus
(2001) identified a complex magnetic field structure in the jet,
suggesting that magnetic reconnection is present. The synchro-
tron emission is highly polarized with polarization degree
beyond THz. We note that this is the the-P(q) 1 75% q ∼ 10
oretical polarization for an individual reconnection zone, and the
polarization degree decreases for a stochastic distribution of re-
connection regions. Nevertheless, these results can in principle
explain observed polarization degreesP(q p 3.67 GHz)p
in jet components of BL Lac objects as well as60%–70%
(Gabuzda & Cawthorne 2000)P(q p 3.67 GHz)p 2%–9%
in the respective core regions.
4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We calculated synchrotron emission spectra from self-
consistent PIC simulations of FMR in the relativistic regime of
a pair plasma. The highly dynamic nonlinear late-time evolution
of a thin current sheet serves as the fundamental plasma scenario
to obtain synchrotron power spectra for environment parameters
expected in certain pair-dominated AGN core regions. We as-
sumed strong magnetic confinement and neglected SSA. Particle
distributions are highly nonthermal, which results in a dominant
synchrotron spectral component. This deviates from models of
thermal synchrotron emission (Wardzin´ski & Zdziarski 2000).
Observations of dominant X-/g-ray emission via Comptonization
exist (Reeves et al. 2002; Kubo et al. 1998). A more sophisticated
study should clarify the importance of SSA/IC upscattering of
ambient photons as a function of the density profile and isotropy
deviations—especially with respect to blazar-type AGNs, in
which synchrotron self-Comptonization becomes significant
(Kino, Takahara, & Kusunose 2002). In the FMR scenario, the
generation of nonthermal particles in an individual reconnection
X-zone is confined to an extremely small volume of m3 size and
takes place on submicrosecond timescales for typical source en-
vironment parameters. This results in optimized spatial and tem-
poral coherence as a consequence of high event multiplicity.
Typical synchrotron cooling times range on the order of seconds.
Hence, simulation self-consistency is not limited by the grid mesh
resolution. We conclude that the synchrotron emission scenario
presented here provides a satisfactory description of the ener-
getics for the immense power output of ergs s1 and47P ∼ 10tot
intraday radio variability within the constraints of an intrinsic
AGN variability model. Hence, FMR is an alternative to shock-
in-jet variability scenarios and is superior with respect to self-
consistent generation of power-law spectra on the plasma kinetic
level.
The original version of the PIC code was developed by A.
Zeiler. The computations were performed on the IBM SP Power
4 system at the Computing Center of the Max-Planck-Society
in Garching, Munich, and the HITACHI SR8000-F1 super-
computer of the Leibniz Computing Center, Munich.
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